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By R.Vogler, JL. Amstutz and P. Mesot 1988-1991

Pointe Adolphe Rey «Fil ou Face»
«Fil ou Face» is difficult and varied. It requires serious commitment if you go without a C4 n°5. The climbing unwinds from
edge to faces, scattered with slabs and flakes in its lower part, then distinctly more athletic. It sometimes requires our full capacities to be put at work, like for the offwidth OW section in L6. The final P7 wall is splendid. The newly-rebolted route ends at R7. It
joins «Cache-Cache» for the last pitch.

Approach: 1h from the Torino hut, 1h30 from l’Aiguille du Midi
The start is about 50m right from the start of the «Salluard» route. Find the obvious large couloir and its snow cone. Reach the
bolt with the quick-link, 10-or-so meters above the glacier, right of the couloir.
- Glacier gear
- 2 racks of camalots C4 up to n°3 (blue)
- One C4 n°5 for the P6 OW, or else compulsory 6b+
- 1 rack of C3 or X4 .1 .2 .3
- 1 well-furnished rack of nuts
- 10-12 quickdraws

- 250m of rock climbing / compulsory 6b+
- fixed anchors
- 2 bolts and chain at the anchor
- Route rebolted in 2015
- 50 meter rappels. 60m ropes advised

Itinerary
P1 40m 6b
P2 30m 6a+

P3 20m 6c

From R0 «Bolt and quicklink», climb right a short easy corner. Reach above a system of rather delicate
grooves, just right of the large corner. They lead to the R1 ledge.
From R1, do not continue above in the obvious cracked corner. Find on the left, on the edge, a well-visible
bolt. Cross the R1 ledge towards the leftand then climb a short easy section. Come out into the slab
with a delicate little move and follow in the slab slightly upwards left. Bolts. R2 is a little higher, left of the
edge.
From R2, traverse clearly right in the wall, bolt, then reach a straight crack which leads to R3, beautiful.
6a variant: From R2 climb vertically and reach the flake (old bolt). Get to R3 with a horizontal traverse on
the right, easy but a little delicate, balancing flake.

P4 40m 6c

From R3, climb a system of cracks and flakes which line the wall above. Bolts in place, but the itinerary is
sometimes subtle. Continue on the edge of the arête in a beautiful easier section. R4 on the edge.

P5 30m 5c

From R4, keep going ten or so meters on the edge, then reach left an easy crack system which leads to
R5.

P6 40m 6c

From R5, reach to the right a wide crack, bolt, go on in an easily protectable section and get to the OW.
Overcome this commiting and sustained section. 6b+ mandatory or C4 number 5, and keep on upwards left.
Ascend an easier cracked corner on the left, and reach the good platforms of R6.

P7 30m 7a

From R6, overcome the vertical wall, 4 bolts, and climb the edge of the arête on the left. Come back right
onto a ledge and come out directly, 2 bolts. R7 on the left, a little higher.
«Fil ou Face» ends here, but the last pitch of «Cache-Cache» is pure joy. From R7, climb the slab on your
left. R8 at the top of the summit needle.

P8 30m 5c

Descent
-In the route or in «Cache-cache». More precise description on the page «Itinerary two parts»

By R.Vogler, JL. Amstutz and P. Mesot 1988-1991

Itinerary «two parts»
Pointe Adolphe Rey «Fil ou Face»

Approach: 1h from the Torino hut, 1h30 from l’Aiguille du Midi
The start is about 50m right from the start of the «Salluard» route. Find the obvious large couloir and its snow cone. Reach the bolt with the quick-link, 10-or-so
meters above the glacier, right of the couloir.

- Glacier gear
- 2 racks of camalots C4 up to n°3 (blue)
- One C4 n°5 for the P6 OW, or else compulsory 6b+
- 1 rack of C3 or X4 .1 .2 .3
- 1 well-furnished rack of nuts
- 10 quickdraws
- 250m of rock climbing / compulsory 6b+
- fixed anchors
- 2 bolts and chain at the anchor
- Route rebolted in 2015
- 50 meter rappels. 60m ropes advised

Descent
- From R8
From R8, reach R7 with an oblique rappel. It may be a good thing to move onto the North
Face after a few meters to avoid the swing under the large roof.

- In the route from R7
A few oblique rappels, and a little delicate, the one from R7 to R6 for example. As the route
has many flakes, the ropes can snag. 60m ropes allow you to get from R4 to R2 and from
R2 to the «bolt with quicklink».

- In «Cache-cache from R7
The line of rappels indicated with the orange-colored anchors is equipped for abseiling. It
is straighter and less delicate. However it ends in the couloir a little distance from the «bolt
and quicklink».
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